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Great East Japan Earthquake, 11 March 2011

Monitoring Survey along the Tohoku Coastal Regions
１．Survey
○Vegetation Survey（570km2）
○Comparison with old survey
○Ecosystem Monitoring Survey
Tidal flats ：16
Zostera beds：6
Seaweed beds：5
Seabird breeding sites：4

○Important Wetlands Survey

２．Information sharing
○Communication materials
○Report to municipalities
○Website
３. Identification of important natural sites
from the survey

Changes in natural environments caused by the disaster
(Gamou tidal flat National Wildlife Reserve, Miyagi Pref.)
Before tsunami: March 2009

Photo by Tohoku RO, MOE

Sendai

After tsunami (3): August 2013

Photo by Tohoku RO, MOE

After tsunami (1): March 2011

Photo by Geospatial Information Authority

After tsunami (2): Sept. 2011

Photo by Miyagi Pref.
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Tidal Flats Survey
Tidal Flats Survey
After GEJE, the number of benthos species is increasing and the tidal flat
environments are being stabilized as a whole.
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(Lesson Learned) Coastal ecosystems may have high resilience to recover after natural
disturbance by disaster or climate change if there remain sound natural systems and sources.

Seagrass beds in Miyako Bay (now and then)
MOE’s 2012 Survey

Natural environment
conservation basic survey
Results of 2010 survey (Iwate pref.)
Zostera sp.

2011 Sonar research

2012 Summer survey

Seagrass beds were lost

Land Use Planning of Areas with High Disturbance
 Otomoura, Rikuzen-Takada City, Iwate Pref.
1948

1977

2011

Tidal flat has appeared again after the GEJE at the claimed area
where used to be a tidal flat. Local city is now planning to restore
the place as tidal flat.
→Broken natural systems have recovered by massive natural disturbance
湿地1kmは
→Ecosystem services would be maintained and
enhanced if the artificial
波の高さを
land use is avoided from the area with high stochastic
rate of natural
1m減少させる
disturbance
(Lesson Learned) Areas with high disturbance should be maintained as original ecosystems
in land use planning.

Evidences of Ecosystem function on Disaster Risk Reduction
□Coastal Forest along Miyagi Pref.
Experiments of Moment Indicator of
Tsunami revealed that sea walls
reduced the washout of houses for
some 590m, and the coastal forest
reduced for about 110m during the
GEJE.

Pre-disaster (2005@ Iwanuma-city)

With Forest & Sea wall (Case1)
With Sea wall No Forest (Case2)
With Forest No Sea wall (Case3)
Height of Sand Dune (Case4)

Distance from Coastal Line (m)
（Tanaka et al. 2012）

Post-disaster (2011)

What is the “Ecosystem-based Disaster Risk Reduction”?
＜Eco-DRR＞
Ecosystems have functions of disaster risk reduction. For example, wetlands act as
flood control and mangrove forests mitigate the effect of high tide. Eco-DRR is a
concept of utilizing the function for disaster risk management while conserving
biodiversity and adapting to the climate change.
PAs can be a strong tool to secure Eco-DRR.
（Case study）
It is estimated that economic losses would be more than 800 billion USD at maximum due to
natural disasters such as high tide if all coastal wetlands are lost. （Katie K. A. et al. 2013）
Table．Cost-benefit analysi of Eco-DRR （PEDRR 2011）
Natural Disaster
Coral Reefs of the World Tsunami, Storms

Estimated Economic Value for DRR
（USD）
189,000USD/ha/year

Coastal Wetlands in U.S. Hurricane, Storm

8,240USD/ha/year
In total 23 billion USD/year

Wetlands in Czech

Inundation

11,788 USD/ha/year

Forest in Switzerland

Avalanch

In total 170,000 USD/year
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Mainstreaming Eco-DRR Internationally
 Japan has been taking a leading role in mainstreaming Eco-DRR
internationally. To further enhance the collaboration among related
countries and organizations, Japan is planning to launch the
international partnership for Eco-DRR in 2015.
 Integrating Ecosystem-based approach into both Climate Change
Adaptation and Disaster Risk Reduction is effective and no-regret policy

Decision of CBD COP12 related to Eco-DRR
ENGAGEMENT WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENT
-The COP Calls on Parties to incorporate biodiversity considerations into their
urban, per-urban and land use planning and infrastructure, such as “green
infrastructure” among others as appropriate, and to strengthen capacities of
subnational and local governments to incorporate biodiversity into urban and
other spatial planning processess
BIODIVERSITY AND CLIMATE CHANGE AND DISASTER RISK REDUCTION
-The COP Encourages Parties and invites other Governments and relevant
organisations to promote and implement ecosystem-based approaches to
climate change related activities and disaster risk reduction, in both terrestrial
and marine environments, and to integrate these into their policies and
programmes, as appropriate, in the context of the Hyogo Framework for Action
2005–2015, endorsed by the United Nations General Assembly in its
resolution 60/195, and the revised Framework to be adopted at the Third
World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction

Mainstreaming Eco-DRR in Japan

Green Reconstruction

- A report by the Central Environmental Council of Japan -

(March 9, 2012)

<Basic principles>
Green reconstruction focusing on the establishment of the Sanriku Fukko NP
Reconstruction advancing together with nature fostered by forests, sato, rivers,
and seas

<Basic policies>
１．Make the most of blessings of nature
２．Learn threats of nature
３．Enhance linkages between forest, sato, river and sea

7 Green Reconstruction Projects
(Pas, Eco-tourism, ESD, Nature Restoration, Nature Trails…)
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Establishment of the Sanriku Fukko
(Reconstruction) National Park
Contribute to
reconstruction
Promote sustainable use
through tourism
Promote communication with
local people
revitalize the region

Carry over lessons
learned from disaster to
the future generations
Preserve disaster remains

First NP in Japan which set the recovery from
disaster as a key concept for designation

Restoration of Coastal Disaster Prevention Forest
(Conservation Forest under Forest Act)
Restoration of coastal forests which have DRR function along
the coast (140km length) where was damaged from Tsunami
◇ Typical tree species for the coastal disaster-prevention forest are as follows….
・Softwood：Japanese black pine, Japanese red pine, etc
・Hardwood：Quercus dentata, cheesewood, Machilus thunbergii, etc.
 To ensure the disaster prevention capacity for local districts, not only disaster prevention function such as
blown sand damage or wind related disaster prevention but also disaster mitigation function against tsunami
as "multi-layer protection" should be considered for recovering the coastal disaster-prevention forest.
 Specifically, the process for recovering should be decided for each disaster affected area on the basis for the
degree of disaster damage, various situation of local district, and furthermore, necessity of protection for local
biodiversity and so on.

■

Recovering image toward the future
Trees species with enough tolerance of salt
wind, blown sand wind and cold wind

High height trees species with wind break function
High and large diameter trees

Block drifting objects and trees
Reduce damage of tsunami
Keep effect to reduce damage from wind

High density planting, low trees

【Sea-side】

Reducing tsunami energy

【Land-side】
Administrative road

防潮堤

Artificial sand dune
 Reducing wind or blown sand
Reducing tsunami energy

Basis for trees growth

Appropriate growth of roots system
Prevention of trees tipping over from roots

Keep 2-3 m depth above the groundwater

Utilizing the safety recycled material
from disaster waste ( separated /
nontoxic) for the basis of trees growth
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Community Level Approach: Resilience Indicator

in Socio-Ecological Production Landscapes and Seascapes (SEPLS)
•
•
•

•
•






SEPLS supports biodiversity while providing humans with the goods and services
needed for their well-being
Resillience Indicator was Jointly developed in the activities under the International
Partnership for the Satoyama Initiative (IPSI)
A tool to empower local communities to understand and discuss both current
conditions of their landscapes and possible areas for improvement to enhance
resilience
Measurement is undertaken by local communities
A set of 20 indicators to measure five different aspects of
• Stakeholder
consultation, etc
resilience of SEPLS at the local level
• Introduction
Landscape/seascape diversity and ecosystem
protection
Biodiversity (including agro-biodiv)
Knowledge and innovation
Governance and social equity
Livelihoods and well-being

Preparation

Assessment
workshop

Follow-up

- Concepts
- Mapping exercise,
etc.
• Assessment
- Current conditions
- Trends
• Discussion
• E.g., Strategy
development to
strengthen resilience
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